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Abstract: Image retrieval methods try to increase the
performance of retrieval by adjusting weights of
relevant and non-relevant images. Adjusting weights of
queries instead of images is studied in this paper to see
whether it increases or decreases performance of
retrieval system. Evaluation measure of the method is
calculated for each query instead of each sample. In
proposed method, textual and visual features of images
are used to retrieve ranked results. To train visual
module, query weighting and updating weights in each
iteration are used to concentrate on the queries which
did not provide acceptable results and also cause
performance drop of final retrieval. Compared with
other previous researches, the results of applying the
proposed method to IAPR TC-12 dataset indicate high
efficiency of proposed method. Image retrieval
methods like this can be used in a lot of applications
such as gasometer digit recognition using gasometer
digits image etc.
Keywords: content-based image retrieval, learning to
rank, multimodal retrieval, query weighting, ranking
model, resampling, text-based image retrieval.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, a lot of researches are done in the field
of information retrieval. One of the most important
reasons is that World Wide Web extremely uses XML
documents because of richness of them. XML
documents include not only textual information but
also other media informations such as images, videos
and sounds. It is clear that in the meantime and despite
all the works done on images, they are still playing
their role as the most important source of information
in human life. Generally, there are two frameworks for
image retrieval; text-based and content-based. In textbased systems, images are annotated manually or using
annotation algorithms and then, annotations are used to
perform the retrieval process. Running text-based
image retrieval alone has its own drawbacks specially

the need to annotate images. Another disadvantage of
this approach is due to the different views of people to
a certain image that makes the image annotations in
different forms. In content-based image retrieval, a
number of visual features - including color, texture,
etc. – are extracted from the images and then, images
are compared to each other based on their visual
features. As there is no access to image annotations in
content-based image retrieval, extraction of semantic
features is impossible and a semantic gap appears
between what the user is looking for and what visual
features express. Therefore, since the strength of each
method is coverable by the other one, the two methods
complement each other and can be combined together
to improve retrieval results.
For example, in [1] an image-text multimodal
neural language model is presented in which images
are retrieved given complex sentence queries. In [2] a
feature-independent context estimation method is
applied which automatically annotates images and then
searches the images. In [3], a combination method is
proposed in which content-based image retrieval
module creates the vector of image histogram features
with 43376 bins and uses it to compare images and
evaluate the performance of the system. A method is
proposed in [4] in which each image is divided into
regions and each region is replaced with a concept like
water, rock and etc. and then these concepts are used
to compare images. A method based on clustering is
proposed in [5] in which images are clustered based on
their feature vectors and the result is used to direct the
retrieval to increase the probability of finding relative
images.
In this paper, we propose an effective method
which tries to improve retrieval results using
multimodal image retrieval and ranking model based
on query weighting. Ranking model is a function
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Figure 1: Proposed method framework

which receives query and dataset images as input and
sends the ranked results to the output. Loss function is
minimized exactly based on desired evaluation
measure using boosting [6] method. The rest of paper
is organized as section II in which the proposed
method is explained, section III in which experimental
results of applying proposed method to the dataset are
depicted and section IV in which a conclusion is
expressed on important aspects of the method and
results.
II. METHOD
The proposed method, as shown in fig. 1, has three
main modules: Textual module, Visual module and
Combination module.
In textual module, linguistic preprocessing is
applied on image annotations and preprocessed
annotations are sent to text-based retrieval machine.
Textual queries of topics are used to apply text-based
retrieval and to evaluate performance of text module.
Then, a copy of textual module result is sent to
combination module and another copy is used to train
ranking model in visual module.
In visual module, dataset images are processed to
extract visual attributes and to create visual
characteristics feature vector and this process is also
applied on visual queries images. Training of ranking
model is done in visual module using results of text
module and dataset and query images. After evaluation
of results of visual module, results are sent to

combination module to combine with textual module
results and create final results of system.
A. Textual Module
Lemur [7] is used as text retrieval engine through
which images are retrieved according to textual part of
queries and annotation of dataset images. Firstly, in
language preprocessing, stop-words such as about and
with were excluded. Next, stemming applied on textual
data in which different forms of a word, sit next to that
word. For example, if swim is in an annotation,
swimming and swimmer will be added to that
annotation. Then, results of text-based retrieval are
sorted descending, based on the similarity to query. A
copy of textual module result is sent to visual module
and another copy is kept to be combined with results
of visual module to produce final results.
B. Visual Module
In visual module, firstly, feature vector is formed
by extracting visual features of images. It is necessary
to note that in this section, feature extraction means
creating feature vector for each image and this process
is different from the feature extraction algorithms
which reduce the size of feature vector, such as PCA
and etc.
Features that have been used in the proposed
method are low-level features that in the later stages,
combine with each other and form high-level features.
By definition, high-level features are obtained from
combination of some low-level features or applying a
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function on them. Low-level features which we used in
this paper include:
(1) Color histogram: each dataset and query image,
is divided to nine equal blocks. As a result, for each
image, nine RGB histograms are formed. The reason
of choosing RGB color space than other color spaces is
that although it requires less processing, but produces
similar results [8]. Each histogram has 512 bins that
the number of bins is obtained by considering color
cube so that each channel consists of eight colors;
8*8*8=512. Choosing eight for colors of each channel
is because of doing a compromise between storage
space usages and processing time to have acceptable
results. Finally, general histogram of each image is
formed with 4608 (=9*512) bins.
(2) Local Binary Pattern: LBP is a texture feature
which has been used in some systems [9]. As shown in
fig. 2, to calculate LPB of each pixel, its intensity
value is considered as the reference. Then, intensity
values of each of eight neighboring pixels are
compared to reference, and pixels with higher (or
equal) and lower intensity values are replaced by 1 and
0, respectively. Finally, an eight bit string for each
pixel is formed as LPB of pixel. As each 8 bit string
can have 256 different combinations (2^8=256), a
texture histogram with 256 bins is formed for each
image.

(1)
where N is number of histogram bins.
b) Training and Testing Algorithm
The proposed method is an iterative method based
on training and testing. In training section, ranking
function is formed using half of queries and in testing
section, final performance measure of system is
calculated using remaining half of queries.
Performance measure used in this paper is Precision at
20 (P@20). This measure specifies that how many
images are relevant to the query in first twenty
retrieved results. In each iteration of training process,
the goal is maximization of performance measure.
c) Training section
At first, initial weighting of all training queries is
done evenly. It means all training queries get equal
weights. Then, P@20 is calculated for all training
queries. To reduce calculation time, features are
divided into 100 feature subsets. Therefore, 49 feature
subsets are formed. At the end of training section, 10
feature subsets are selected from which a feature
vector with 1000 or 964 features is created.
In the first iteration of training algorithm,
performance measure is calculated for all “training
query, feature set” pairs from which a matrix is created
in which each row corresponds a query and each
column corresponds a feature set. Then, in each
iteration of training algorithm, weights of queries with
worse performance measures increases more than
better queries. It is like the process of AdaBoost
algorithm:

Figure 2: Calculating LBP for a pixel

Considering color and texture features, a 4864
(256+4608) bin histogram is formed for each image.
Then, a normalized histogram is formed in which for
each image, summation of all feature values equals to
1.
a) Distance measure
Distance measure is used to sort retrieval result of a
query. Since histogram is a frequency distribution, a
statistical measure is needed to calculate distance
between two image histograms. Assuming histogram
of query image and dataset image as Hq and Hd
respectively, distance measure (Relative Bin
Deviation) is calculated based on (1):

(2)
where
, ,
and Q are the weight of ith
query in (t+1)th iteration, weight of ith query in tth
iteration, performance measure of ith query and total
number of queries respectively. Algorithm is continued
until stop condition happens. Stop condition occurs
when performance measure starts to decrease.
d) Testing Section
In testing section, remaining half of queries is sent
to ranking function. Here, retrieval is done based on
features that were selected in training section. At the
end, final results of visual module are sent to
combination
module.
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C. Combination Module
In combination module, results of visual and textual
modules are combined to improve results of single
modules and form final results of system. For each

testing query of visual module, first 20 images are
checked and then, added to results of textual module if
they are relevant to query and not included in results of
text-based retrieval. At the end of this section, final
P@20 of whole system is calculated.

Figure 3: Result of applying method on one of queries. Text-query is “accommodation with swimming pool”

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this study, IAPR TC-12[10] dataset including
20000 images is used. There are 60 queries in the
dataset that each of them includes 3 images and an
annotation. Images and textual part of queries are used
as image and text queries respectively. Totally, 180
image queries and 60 text queries are placed in IAPR
TC-12 dataset. Recently, many researches ([11], [12])
are done on IAPR TC-12 dataset.
Results of textual module of proposed method,
along with results of other text-based retrieval systems
which applied on IAPR TC-12 is shown in table I.

TABLE I.

COMPARE TEXTUAL MODULE WITH OTHER
METHODS

Method
Textual Module of proposed
Method
Villena-Roman et. al [13]
Inoue et. al [14]
Sarin et. al [8]
Demerdash et. al [15]

P@20
0.3450
0.2990
0.2409
0.2700
0.3449

A copy of text module results is sent to visual
module. Results of visual module of proposed method
is compared to dimensionality reduction algorithms in
table II and compared in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: Comparison of results of applying method on one of queries. Text-query is “accommodation with swimming pool”
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TABLE II.

COMPARE VISUAL MODULE WITH DR
METHODS

Method
Visual module of proposed method
PCA (1000 Features)
Forward Selection
No dimensionality reduction

P@20
0.2250
0.1750
0.1783
0.1566

Final result of proposed method, along with other
methods which worked on IAPR TC-12 is shown in
table III.
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TABLE III.

COMPARE FINAL RESULTS

Method
Proposed Method
Demerdash et. al [15]
Tollari et. al [16]
Donald et. al [17]
Yamauchi et. al [18]
Chang et. al [19]

P@20
0.4416
0.3744
0.4200
0.2792
0.4231
0.3769

Based on result comparison, results of proposed
method shows better results than the other applied
methods. Final result of proposed method for a query
is illustrated in fig. 3.
Another point that should be considered is the size
of feature vector in different methods. If two methods
produce similar results, the one with less feature vector
size is better, because less number of features leads to
less calculation time and better time complexity.
Therefore, the proposed method could be compared to
other methods in terms of number of features. For
proposed method uses only 1000 or 964 features.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this study we presented a multimodal model for
combining results of text-based and content-based
image retrieval in which inputs of textual and visual
modules are queries instead of image samples whether
textual annotation or image sample. Looking to queries
as samples and trying to adjust weight of queries to
achieve better retrieval result cause the system to
produce better results than other state of the art
methods. In the proposed method, ranking function
served as a high level feature in comparing images and
calculating similarity of dataset and query images.
Generally, our algorithm tried to reduce the semantic
gap and increase effectiveness of retrieval which,
according to results it was almost successful.
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